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The true essence of Friday the 13th is that it is a symbolic date of the Math behind Aboriginal people of the planet Earth - Moors to be Exact.
The reason is because the Hieroglyph for Mother and child - man in the flesh / 13th sign,
is the Crescent Moon and Star. According to page 273 of the “Book Of The Light of
Egypt - Volume 1, this glyph is called the “Lost Orb”, and is relative to the Soul and the
Human Constitution (anatomy).

Reference 101 Koran Questions for Moorish Americans:
Question 22: What is our Holy Day? Answer: Friday
Question 23: Why? Answer: Because it was the day the first man
formed in flesh and the day he departed from the Flesh.

Friday is the 6th Day of which the Angels / Asiatics / Moors formed in Flesh on the
Earth Planet! Thus, Friday the 13th . (The Lost Orb ) is symbolic of our Earthday.
Emphasis on the Book of Genesis and the Cosmological Psychology of
Genesis 1:26, 1:27, and 1:28. relative to our aboriginal origin:

…Then god said, “Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness; let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over the
cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.”

The Days of Creation mentioned in the bible are concise for the “Polar Days” of
“2,592,000” years of earthly time, whereas adding 2+5+9+2 =18 and 1+8=9. This has
much to do with the divine science of the number 9.

According to the “Oral Statements of the Prophet” #170, it is attested that
Prophet Noble Drew Ali said:

“There are evil spirits, and if you knew what a black cat was, you would want one around”
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